ELASTOGRAPHY IN HEAD AND NECK REGION - A REVIEW
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ABSTRACT: Sonographic elastography is a new technique for measurement of the tissue stiffness, and is currently under investigation for tissue characterization in several anatomic sites. In recent years, real-time Ultrasonography elastography (USE) modes have appeared on commercially available clinical ultrasound machines, stimulating an explosion of research into potential oncologic and non-oncologic clinical applications of USE. Preliminary evidence suggests that USE can differentiate benign and malignant conditions accurately in several different tissues. The principles underlying elastography are that tissue compression produces strain (displacement) within the tissue – which is lower in harder tissues than in softer tissues and that malignant tissues are generally harder than normal surrounding tissue. Therefore, elastography might yield clinical information useful in diagnosing cervical metastasis and improving prognosis in oral cancer. The purpose of this review is to highlight a promising new ultrasound technique, known as elastography, which measures the characteristics of tissue compliance.
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INTRODUCTION

Elasticity imaging quantifies and displays tissue stiffness properties non-invasively by measuring their displacement in response to mechanical stimulation. The word elastography, first coined by Ophir et al. in 1991, has become an umbrella term for any elasticity imaging technique. High-resolution sonography is a sensitive imaging test for the detection of superficial masses. In experienced hands, many lesions can be diagnosed using a combination of grayscale and power Doppler sonographic features. Sonographic elastography is one of the latest technologies that can be applied to conventional sonography for reconstructing tissue elasticity. As classification by technical methods, vibration energy is classified into manual compression, and acoustic compression, and imaging information is classified as strain imaging and shear wave imaging.

Several applications using sonographic elastography have been developed. This article therefore aims to review and highlight the application of elastography in oral and maxillofacial fields, such as salivary glands, cervical lymph nodes, and masseter muscles. Principles

The main principles underlying elastographic technique is tissue compression. It produces strain (displacement) within the tissue and this strain is lower in harder tissues than in softer tissues. Therefore, by measuring tissue strain induced by compression, we can estimate tissue hardness. Tissue elasticity resulting from compression is displayed as an image called an elastogram, on which hard areas are blue and soft areas are red. Because malignant tissue is generally harder than normal surrounding tissue, elastography might provide clinical information that permits observation of tissue stiffness, which would be a helpful addition to findings on palpation.

Mechanics

Elastography allows assessment of the elastic properties of tissues, and the images obtained are compared before and after compression. Elasticity varies in different tissues (fat, collagen, etc.) and in the same tissue during different pathologic states (inflammatory, malignancy). Tissue stiffness tends to change (usually increase) with disease and can be imaged by measuring the tissue distortion under an applied stress. The resulting high contrast images can lead to early detection of disease processes. The data are then compared using a cross correlation technique to determine the amount of displacement each small region of tissue undergoes in response to the compression applied by the ultrasoundtransducer. The development of elastography has been the result of interdisciplinary research. Upon application of stress (or displacement), all points in the elastic medium experience a resulting level of longitudinal strain, although the greatest effect is observed in components along the axis of compression. If one or more of the tissue elements has a different stiffness parameter than the others, the level of strain in that element will be higher or lower, and a stiffer tissue
element will generally experience less strain than one that is less stiff. The longitudinal (axial and lateral) strains are estimated from the analysis of ultrasonic signals obtained from standard diagnostic ultrasound equipment.\cite{1,8,9} This is accomplished by acquiring a set of digitized radio-frequency echo lines from the tissue, compressing the tissue by a small amount with the ultrasonic transducer along the axis of ultrasonic radiation, and acquiring a second, post-compression, set of echo lines from the same region of interest.\cite{1,10,11}

The data from these two echo lines undergo processing, and an elastographic image (elastogram) ultimately appears on the monitor. There are two types of elastograms: grayscale and color. The hard and soft areas (ie, areas of high and low elasticity, respectively) appear in the gray-scale elastogram as dark and bright, respectively. In a color elastogram of a general device, increasing tissue hardness appears, in ascending order, as red, yellow, green, and blue. These colors represent the relative hardness of the tissues in the elastogram.\cite{1,11,12}

Classification of Elastography

I. Methods of compression

a) Manual compression; ex-strain elastography
b) Accoustic radiation force impulse (ARFI); ex-Shear wave elastography

II. Methods for imaging:

a) Strain imaging: ex-Strain elastography

b) ARFI Imaging(acoustic radiation force impulse imaging): ex-Shear wave imaging like Shear wave elastography

1. Strain elastography: Strain elastography depicts the stiffness of soft tissue by measurement of the tissue strain induced by manual compression.\cite{1,11,12} The various methods and names have been applied to measure tissue strain for each company or equipment. The strain data are converted into color-scale images and superimposed on B-mode images to easily recognize the relationship between the strain and lesion. The hard tissue shows low strain, and is displayed as blue-color ingenerial; the soft tissue shows high strain, and is displayed as red-color.\cite{1,12} The qualitative evaluation is performed using elasticity score in differentiating benign and malignant masses on strain elastography. It is a 5 or 4-point visual scoring system based on the degree and uniformity of the color in the target mass. A higher score indicates a higher diagnostic confidence of malignancy.\cite{12,13} As a semi-quantitative method, the diagnostic approach of evaluating stiffness is proposed. Strain ratio is defined as a ratio of the strain in a target mass to that in a reference tissue on mainly Hitachi’s machine. Elasticity ratio, which is defined as the ratio of the elasticity indices of two target tissues on GE Healthcare’s machine, is also expressed numerically like the strain ratio. The elasticity index is a value expressed from 0 to 1.0 for softer than the average, and from 1.0 to 6.0 for stiffer than the average, assuming that the average strain in the displayed ROI is 1.0.\cite{1,12,13}

2. Shear wave elastography: Shear Wave Elastography (SWE) is based on the combination of a radiation force and an ultrafast imaging sequence, which capable of catching the propagation of the resulting shear waves in real time. The velocity information is converted to a color code, and displayed as a color map by superimposing it on the B-mode image.\cite{1,12,13} The propagation speed of shear waves is fast in hard tissue, and slow in soft tissue. The soft lesions are displayed as blue, and the hard lesions are displayed as yellow-red. The speed of propagation of the shear wave is proportional to the square root of the tissue’s elastic modulus. Therefore, SWE allows expression of the shear wave velocity in m/s and estimation of Young’s modulus in kPa.SWE is a highly reproducible technique without relying on the skill of the operator. SWE is excellent in the quantitative diagnosis of tissue elasticity.\cite{1,12,13}

3. Acoustic radiation force impulse imaging: Acoustic Radiation Force Impulse (ARFI) technology requires no external compression and exploits short-duration acoustic radiation forces to small volumes of tissue. When the focused ultrasound beam is transmitted with the probe, the tissue is displaced posteriorly. The tissue displacements are detected and imaged.\cite{1,12,13} A stiffer region of tissue exhibits smaller displacements than a softer region, and it is expressed as black. Shear waves are generated when the restorative force of the tissue propagates horizontally. ARFI technology allows not only qualitative visual evaluation, but also quantitative measurement of shear wave velocity in ROI. The stiffer the tissue is, the greater the shear wave velocity will be. This technique does not
Fig. 2. The devices made by Hitachi and Toshiba use the above color scheme. However, the color scheme used by Siemens device is reversed. Increasing tissue hardness appears in ascending order as red, yellow, green, and blue.

need manual compression, and therefore, the reproducibility is good and there is little measurement error between examiners. Because the shear wave velocity of malignant lesions is higher than that of benign lesions, ARFI images is useful for differential diagnosis between benign and malignant lesions. Another advantage is that the internal structure can be visualized well. ARFI technique is especially useful in diagnosing the complicated cyst accompanied by bleeding, protein-rich fluid, septum or calcification, because compression is given to each tissue. However, there is still little equipment with this technology, and the choice of probe is limited.

Application in head and neck region

Salivary glands: Sonography is the first-choice imaging in evaluation of salivary neoplasms. Several studies have reported features of the salivary tumors using sono graphic elastography. Klintworth et al. qualitatively evaluated strain pattern distribution on strain elastography for parotid tumors, and documented that a pattern of heterogeneous reticular distribution was more frequent in malignant tumors than in benign tumors. The stiffness of the malignant tumors was higher than that of the benign neoplasms and that of pleomorphic adenoma was higher than that of Warthin tumors. However, the discriminatory performances for detection of malignancy are poor, because there is appreciable overlap between stiffness of pleomorphic adenomas and malignant neoplasms.

To differentiate benign from malignant Superficially lymph nodes

The most important prognostic factor in patients with head and neck cancer is LN status. Neck LNs are well-positioned for the elastographic examination. They are easily accessible and can be efficiently compressed against underlying anatomic structures with the use of an ultrasound probe. Inflammatory or reactive LNs, not containing metastatic deposits, have the same USE appearance as the soft tissues of the neck and are scarcely visible as distinct entities on USE images. They do not contain blue areas, or blue areas occupy <45% of the node surface. Benign nodes are mostly Malignant LNs, due to their increased stiffness appear as blue areas. Blue areas depicting rigid, hard tissue occupy more than 45% of the LN area. Red, yellow, and green are not encountered in malignant deposit areas, where stiff tissue is depicted only in turquoise and blue. Margin delineation was also better on elastograms, as the margins of metastatic LNs were more regular and distinct than those of benign LNs. This finding may reflect the differences of elasticity properties between malignant LNs and surrounding tissue or a desmoplastic reaction that creates a stiff rim around malignant LNs. Yellow, green, and turquoise in color USE had sensitivity of 93.8% and specificity of 89.5% in the differentiating benign and malignant cervical LNs. Results of a study of 141 peripheral neck LNs which were evaluated using strain elastography showed a sensitivity, specificity, and accuracy of 85%, 98%, and 92%, respectively, while the best gray scale criterion achieved 75% sensitivity, 81% specificity, and 79% accuracy.

USE in evaluation of thyroid nodules

Thyroid nodules are extremely common, and only a small proportion is malignant. Even for nodules undergoing US-guided fine-needle aspiration cytology, the sensitivity for malignancy may be suboptimal because the specimens may be inadequate, non representative, or indeterminate in the case of follicular lesions. A meta-analysis of eight USE studies performed between 2005 and 2009 (639 thyroid nodules, 24% malignancies) calculated a pooled sensitivity and specificity of 92% and 90%, respectively.

USE in assessing Masseter stiffness

A study conducted by Ariji to examine the stiffness of the masseter muscle using sonographic elastography. It was found that elastography is useful for assessing the masseter stiffness in various pathologies.

Limitations of use

The main pitfall of elastography is the inability to control the extent of tissue compression by the ultrasound. Transducer, images obtained during the application of...
strong pressure can lead to misdiagnosis. This fault can be overcome using acoustic radiation force impulse imaging, which uses radiation impulses to induce localized displacement of tissues and the induced displacement of the tissues is then monitored.1,12,13

CONCLUSION

USE with its high sensitivity and specificity is a helpful improvement in US for the assessment of superficial head and neck malignancies, in which biopsies should be performed.1,12,16 A lot of research is still needed to fully understand the varied appearance of diseases and to standardize its application. Due to the encouraging results of USE in head and neck region, it is possible that it will become a part of the routine diagnostic sonographic procedure in the near future.1,12,16
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